Mobile Transcription &
Web-Based Management System
Surgical Notes provides the highest quality transcriptions and most reliable
turnaround time in the ASC industry. SNChart is our proprietary technology
that automates much of a surgery center’s manual day-to-day transcription
operations. Our user-friendly and HIPAA-compliant web portal allows
physicians and ASC staff to manage transcriptions online, and our mobile app
puts everything related to dictation in the physician’s hand.

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY. ACCELERATE REVENUE CYCLES.
Web-based transcription
management
Review, edit, sign, and organize transcriptions online,
improving efficiency

Auto-distribute completed
transcriptions
Eliminate manual processes and speed claims processing

Immediate Benefits
of SNChart
• Complete operative
reports faster

• Reduce transcription
errors

• Streamline operations
• Speed days to pay

Seamless schedule interface
100% data integrity with full integration of surgery
schedules

Contact us today for a complimentary
Revenue Cycle Assessment

www.surgicalnotes.com

800.459.5616

• Reduce paper

Mobile Transcription App

Designed for Physicians
by Physicians
• Average number of days from DOS
to signed report reduced by 45%

• Accessible to all SNChart clients via
Android or iOS devices

SNChart Mobile App
Key Features

What Our Clients Say
“We have implemented the mobile transcription
app, and we have found that the docs really like it.
The ones that love their phones love this app! It has
greatly increased our op notes being completed and
decreased my time chasing them!”

• Push notifications for
dictation & signature

• Biometric login

enhances security
& access

– Business Office Manager

• Color-coded status

indicators highlight
action items

“The doctors find the system very easy to maneuver,
and transcriptions are provided within 24 hours. The
quick turnaround time for op note production makes
it easy to track which doctors are behind.”

• Advanced search

locates critical
information quickly

– ASC Billing Manager

• E-signature speeds
the transcription
process in a
compliant manner

About Surgical Notes
Surgical Notes is the premier ASC revenue cycle management and
billing services partner. The largest management companies and
hundreds of ASCs that partner with Surgical Notes experience and
benefit from immediate operational and financial improvements that
exceed industry performance levels.
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